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Summit Soft Shell Jacket
XS-XXXL

The Condor Summit is designed for comfort and utility. The three layer 
integrated shell with its water resistant fabrics wicks moisture, while 
maintaining body heat. Features like underarm vents for temperature control, 
reinforcement on the forearms, and multiple pockets for utility and storage 
make the jacket comfortable and versatile. Also available in a lighter version, 
the Summit ZERO, for warmer climates.
  
»» Lined stand-up collar
»» Stow-away hood
»» Two shoulder pockets with 4" x 4" shoulder patch panels
»» Two internal pockets
»» Two highrise slash chest pockets
»» Cord pass through feature
»» Forearm pocket
»» Double zipper back pocket
»» Underarm vent zipper
»» Double layer reinforced forearm
»» Drawstring waistband and hood
»» Adjustable wrist cuff
»» Full front YKK zipper with double zipper pull

 

609

Summit Zero Soft Shell Jacket
S-XXXL

The Condor Summit Zero answers the call to carrying all that you need without 
being bogged down by the weight of the jacket itself. Designed to have 
increased articulation, comfort, and breathability when in the field, the Summit 
Zero’s feather weight construction reduces weight by 30% compared to the 
traditional Summit, while still providing much of the same year round 
weather protection.
  
»» Lined stand-up collar
»» Stow-away hoodie
»» Two Shoulder pockets with 4" x 4" shoulder patch panels
»» Two internal pockets
»» Two highrise slash chest pockets
»» Cord pass through feature
»» Forearm pocket
»» Double zipper back pocket
»» Underarm vent zipper
»» Abrasion-reinforced elbow
»» Drawstring waistband and hood
»» Adjustable wrist cuff
»» Full front YKK zipper with double zipper pull
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Phantom Soft Shell Jacket
XS-XXXL

The Condor Phantom is designed with a three layer shell fabric system to 
resist water penetration, wick away moisture, and provide breathability and 
comfort while maintaining warmth. With pockets for storage and forearm 
reinforcement, the Phantom is a jacket made for comfort and utility.
  
»» Vertical chest pocket
»» Two hand pockets
»» Two sleeve pockets
»» Two 4" x 4" shoulder patch panels
»» Two internal pockets
»» Full front double zipper
»» Underarm vent zipper
»» Double layer reinforced forearm
»» Drawstring waistband
»» Adjustable wrist cuff
»» Full front YKK zipper with double zipper pull

 

10617

Vapor lightweight windbreaker
S-XXXL

  
The Condor Vapor is the flexible, lightweight solution to warmer climate areas. 
Designed with rip-stop stretch fabric, the Vapor stops dry wind and wards off 
the sun while still having the necessary ventilation to keep you comfortable. 
 
»» 100% nylon softshell 4-way stretch ripstop
»» Stand up collar
»» Two shoulder pockets with 4” x 4” patch panels
»» Two 4” x 4” shoulder patch panels
»» Two internal pockets
»» Two highrise slash chest pockets
»» Underarm vents
»» Abrasion-resistant elbows
»» Adjustable wrist cuffs
»» Full front YKK zipper with double zipper pull
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core softshell vest
S-XXL 

The Condor Core was designed for daily use to keep your vitals warm during 
cooler seasons, weather, or climates. The lower cut arm holes are designed 
give the user greater articulation and ventilation compared to the SUMMIT 
or PHANTOM jackets. It’s made with soft shell material to stop the wind, and 
is equipped with interior and exterior pockets to carry essential items.
  
»»  Two hand pockets
»»  One Chest Pocket
»»  One Inner Chest Pocket
»»  Drawstring waistband 
»»  Full front YKK zipper with double zipper pull
»»  Micro Fleece lined interior

 

Durable Water Repellent (DWR) is a 
polymer substance applied to the face-
fabric of the softshell garment.  This finish 
helps the softshell fabric resist wetting by 
causing the water to bead-up so it easily 
falls off before being absorbed into the 
fabric. Additionally, our softshell fabrics 
have a waterproof film membrane that 
prevents penetration of the water through 
the fabric. Washing the jacket to keep it 
clean of soils and debris will prolong the 
DWR and help maintain performance.

To wash your softshell jacket, Zip all zippers, 
and close all fasteners beforehand. Wash 
your jacket in a regular washing machine, 
in cold water, on a gentle cycle. Use a mild 
powder detergent, as liquid detergents 
can leave a residue on your jacket that 
will interfere with the DWR coating. Put it 
through the rinse cycle twice, to be sure 
the detergent residue washes out. 

Dry your jacket in a tumble dryer on a 
medium heat setting (40°C / 104°F) 
for 40 to 50 minutes. Do not use bleach, 
fabric softeners, dry clean, or store when 
wet.

To remove grease from a technical jacket, 
dampen the stain and rub in dishwashing 
detergent. Then wash the jacket in warm 
water with plenty of mild powder laundry 
soap.

Overtime, your softshell garment will lose 
its DWR coating. When this happens, DWR 
should be reapplied to the garment. This 
should be done once per season, or more 
often if the garment receives a lot of use 
or washing.

HELPFUL TIPS>>

how to care for your softshell jacket
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Sierra microFleece Jacket
S-XXXL

The Condor Sierra Hooded Fleece is the successor of our heavy fleece line. Built 
with all the features and pocket layout and comfort of our best-selling Alpha 
Fleece, the Sierra’s snug fit drawstring hood and heavy duty fleece provides 
better protection against the elements.   
»» Stand up collar with hood
»» Abrasion-reinforced elbow
»» Two slash hand pockets
»» Two upper sleeve pockets
»» One forearm pocket
»» Double zipper back pocket
»» One internal pocket
»» 2" extendable sleeve with thumb-hole
»» Drawstring waistband and hood
»» Two 4" x 4" patch panel
»» Underarm zippers
»» Full front zipper with double zipper pull

 

601

Alpha Fleece Jacket
S - XXXL

The Condor Alpha Fleece is designed to keep you warm while in the field. With 
its abrasion resistant construction, you can stand strong and keep moving in 
harsh environments. The heavyweight fleece lined with mesh keeps you warm, 
but still allows airflow for breathability and comfort. Equipped with a plethora 
of pockets, the Alpha keeps your essentials at the ready wherever you are.
»»
»» Abrasion-reinforced collar, shoulder and forearm
»» Vertical chest pocket
»» Two slash hand pockets
»» Shoulder pocket
»» Two inch extendable sleeves with thumb-holes
»» Drawstring waistband
»» Two shoulder patch panels
»» Full front double zipper

 

PERFORMANCE APPAREL
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Base II Mid-Weight Drawer
S-XXL 

Keep warm when leaving for the cold front with the Condor BASE II Mid-Weight 
Drawer. This breathable mid-weight drawer has a next-to-skin fit to wick moisture 
away from the skin and dramatically speed drying time. Constructed with flat seam to 
prevent micro-abrasions along with an elastic waistband and access fly for comfort.
  
»» Highly breathable grid fleece
»» Flat seam construction
»» Elastic waistband
»» Access fly

607

quarter Zip Fleece Pullover
Slim Fit S-XXL
  
»» Flat seam construction
»» Vertical chest pocket with zipper to secure essentials
»» Quarter zip neck for ventilation control
»» 2¼" H collar with wind flap to stop draft and protect chin from zipper abrasion
»» Sleeves with thumb holes
»» Abrasion-reinforced elbows

 

603

Base II Zip Pullover
S-XXL

Build a foundation of warmth when leaving for winter patrols with the Condor BASE 
II Zip Pullover. Designed to keep your body warm and dry in the coldest environ-
ments, this breathable zip-neck fleece top has a next-to-skin fit to wick moisture 
away from the skin and dramatically speed drying time. Constructed with stretch 
fabric for easy articulation and thumb holes for secure fit.

  
»» Highly breathable grid fleece
»» Flat seam construction
»» Mid chest zipper converts to turtle neck
»» Sleeves with thumb holes
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combat shirt 
S-XXL

The Condor Combat Shirt is what everyone has been asking for. Fully functional 
and comfortably fit, our combat shirt is ready to go with you wherever you’re 
needed. From Raglan cut sleeves for improved range of motion to anti-static and 
anti-microbial finishes on the chest, its ready to help you perform at your best. 
 
»» Raglan cut sleeves for improved range of motion
»» Mesh lined collar to prevent unwanted abrasion
»» Mesh underarm panel to increase ventilation
»» Two bicep pockets with YKK zipper closures
»» 4”x5” loop panels on each sleeve
»» Elbow pad pockets
»» Abrasion resistant forearms
»» Hook and loop adjusted cuffs
»» Anti-static, anti-microbial, moisture wicking mesh

 

NEW

101070

bdu pants 
S - XL

The Condor BDU pants are the essential pants for any form of combat. Equipped 
with a multitude of pockets, our BDU pants can carry all your combat essentials 
keeping everything within arms length.  Based on the traditional eight pocket 
BDU configuration, we’ve updated the style to streamline with the performance 
of our Stealth Operator Pants for that discreet functional design.
 
»» 65% Polyester / 35% Cotton Ripstop
»» YKK zippered fly closure
»» Eight-pocket configuration
»» Double-reinforced seat
»» Articulated knee construction
»» Double-reinforced knees
»» Elastic waist band
»» Drawstring leg closures
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Stealth Operator Pants
30” waist with 30”, 32” or 34” inseam
32-40” waist with 30”, 32”, 34” or 37” unhemmed inseam

  
Discretion doesn’t need to be advised. The Condor Stealth Operator Pants 
blend into the environment with no effort. It’s lightweight construction of 
poly-cotton-spandex promotes moisture-wicking and breathability while 
you’re on the go. The Stealth has a straight cut that that allows for more fo-
cused movements and more fluid utility management. Unlike its [608] Tactical 
counterpart, the 610 is designed more for the on the go essentials than for a 
full loadout. The Stealth’s pockets are perfect for outdoor gadgets and storage 
for daily items.
  
  
»» Stretchable rip-stop material for maximum comfort, mobility and durability
»» Two large low profile cargo pockets inlaid to the side of the pants
»» Internal gadget pocket located inside of each cargo pocket
»» Deep back pockets with reinforced edges
»» Articulated knee construction to maximize mobility in different positions 

and movements.
»» Gusseted crotch
»» Elastic waistband
»» Inner knee pad pocket

 

608

sentinel Tactical Pants
30” waist with 30”, 32” or 34” inseam
32-40” waist with 30”, 32”, 34” or 37” unhemmed inseam

For the same wear and tear you go through each day. The Condor Tactical 
Pants are made from durable ripstop material to take the beating that you 
put it through, while holding all the gear you need for the mission. Equipped 
with pockets for your gadgets, knife, tools, extra mags, and other utilities the 
608 has been said to replace whole backpacks. The baggier fit works with the 
heavyweight fabric to disperse the weight of the pants and your gear, so you 
can move comfortably without the awkward drag.
  
»» Two front hand pockets
»» Two wallet pockets on the back with hook & loop closure
»» Two open top hidden back pockets
»» Two knife/pen slots
»» Two cargo pockets with hook & loop closure and internal mag slots 
»» Two calf pockets with hook & loop closure
»» Deep front pocket with coin slot and reinforced edge
»» Self-adjusting waistband
»» Internal knee pad pocket
»» DuPont™ Teflon® treated for stain resistance
»» Fade resistant
»» Zipper fly with button

 

PERFORMANCE APPAREL
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201047

OPs chest rig lcs 
Waist Size 30” - 60” Adjustable
 
 The Condor Ops Chest Rig LCS employs the new 
Laser Cut system. 30% lighter than traditional chest 
rigs, the new system cuts slots into the front panel 
and reinforced with TPU to prevent tearing. 
  
»» Up to 35% lighter than the Ops Chest Rig
»» Laser cut modular attachment platform
»» Swivi Lockster - Swivel Push Release Buckles
»» Grommets on the rig platform for drainage
»» Padded cross-back shoulder strap 
»» 7” x 11” map pocket, internal hook & loop panel
»» Two open top mag pouch (one on each side)

 

201068

Sentry Plate Carrier LCS
Waist Size: 30”- 46” Adjustable
Holds M or L ESAPI Plates (Up to 10” x 13” Plates)

The Condor Sentry Plate Carrier is the update of our 
classic Compact Plate Carrier. Employing the new Laser Cut 
System, the LCS Sentry is 30% lighter than its traditional 
MOLLE counterpart. With a more comfortable perfor-
mance fit while holding standard plates, quick cinch ad-
justments for the front, and hook and loop adjustments on 
the shoulders, the LCS Sentry is perfect for rapid response 
situations.
  
»»  Up to 35% lighter than the Sentry
»» Quick Adjust Shoulder Straps
»» Hook and Loop Adjusted Guides
»» Padded Mesh Interior Lining
»» Hook and Loop Webbing Panels
»» Quick Adjust Cinchs
»» Quick Release Buckles
»» Easy Access Plate Pockets
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Sentry Plate Carrier
Waist Size: 28”- 46” Adjustable
Holds M or L ESAPI Plates (Up to 10” x 13” Plates)

The Condor Sentry Plate Carrier is the update of our classic Compact 
Plate Carrier. Designed to have a more comfortable performance fit 
while holding standard plates, an emergency drag handle, quick cinch 
adjustments for the front and hook and loop adjustments on the 
shoulders, the Condor Sentry is perfect for rapid response situations.
  
»» Emergency drag handle 
»» Quick adjust shoulder straps
»» Hook and loop adjusted guides
»» Padded mesh interior lining
»» Hook and loop webbing panels
»» Quick adjust cinches
»» Quick release buckles
»» Easy access plate pockets

 

201039

Gunner Plate Carrier
Waist Size: 30”- 46” Adjustable
Holds M or L ESAPI Plates (Up to 10” x 13” Plates)
 
The Condor Gunner Plate Carrier is the minimized version of our classic 
Quick Release Plate Carrier. Smaller in size, but just as tough, the Gunner 
features a more comfortable fit while holding standard plates, and 
additional MOLLE attachments on the cummerbund for more utility.

»» Emergency drag handle 
»» Anti-slip padded shoulder straps
»» Hook and loop adjusted guides
»» Padded mesh interior lining
»» Hook and loop webbing panels
»» Adjustable cummerbund
»» Quick collapse pull tab
»» Document pouch
»» Easy access plate pockets 
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XPC

EXO Plate Carrier
S/M - For M BALCS/SPEAR cut soft armor,plates up to 10.5” x 12.5” 
        - Chest Size 30”-48” Adjustable
L/XL - For L BALCS/SPEAR cut soft armor, plates up to 10.5” x 13.5”
        - Chest Size 36”-58” Adjustable

The Condor EXO Plate Carrier is designed to carry both soft armor 
and plates. It will accept BALCS/SPEAR cut soft armor, front and 
back plates, and soft ballistic panels on the sides. The XPC also 
features mesh padding for airflow, padded shoulders for added 
comfort, and functional built-in pockets.

»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachments
»» Internal sleeves for both soft armor and plate front and back
»» Adjustable/detachable cummerbund with pockets for soft armor
»» Emergency drag handle
»» Lightly padded mesh interior for comfort and airflow
»» Adjustable in girth and height
»» Detachable shoulder pads, with loop guides
»» One front map pocket with snap, hook & loop closure
»» One back auxiliary pocket with hook & loop closure
»» Hook & Loop area in front and back

 

US1020

Cyclone Plate Carrier
Chest Size: 30”- 48” Adjustable
Holds M or L ESAPI Plates (Up to 10” x 13” Plates) 
 
The Condor Cyclone Plate Carrier is designed for first responders 
to carry plates. The Cyclone accepts up to 10.25” x 13.25” plates 
via easy access pull down flaps. The Cyclone also features padded 
shoulders and adjustable cummerbund for added comfort. 
Heavyweight MOLLE on the front and back along with hook 
and loop MOLLE provide lots of space on the vest for modular 
attachments and patches. Made in the USA.

»» Accepts up to 10.25" x 13.25" plates
»» Easy access to ballistic plates with pull down flaps
»» Adjustable/detachable cummerbund with pockets for soft armor
»» Adjustable in girth and height
»» One front map pocket with snap, hook & loop closure
»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachments
»» Loop panel on the front and back for patches
»» Made in the USA
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MOPC

Modular Operator Plate Carrier
M - XL - For Plates up to 10.5” x 13.5” 
            - Chest Size 30”- 48” Adjustable

The Condor Modular Operator Plate Carrier is designed with mod-
ular platforms on all sides for functionality and operator cut front 
and back harness for mobility. The MOPC accepts up to 10.25” x 
13.25” plates front and back, and up to 6” x 8” side plates. 

»» Emergency drag handle
»» Detachable shoulder pads
»» Side release buckles on shoulders and internal waist strap
»» Accepts up to 10.5” x 13.5” plates
»» Accepts up to 6” x 8” side panel plates
»» Easy access to ballistic plates with pull down flaps
»» Adjustable/detachable cummerbund  with side armor pockets
»» Detachable shoulder pads, with loop guides
»» One front map pocket with snap, hook & loop closure
»» Lightly padded mesh on front and back harness

QPC

Quick Release Plate Carrier
S/M - For M BALC/SPEAR cut soft armor, plates up to 10” x 12.5” 
L/XL - For L BALC/SPEAR cut soft armor,  plates up to 10.5” x 13.5”

The Condor Quick Release Plate Carrier is designed to carry both 
soft armor and plates. It will accept Large BALCS/SPEAR cut soft 
armor and up to 10.25” x 13.25” plates front and back. The quick 
release pull can be setup on either left or right shoulder. The QPC 
also features mesh padding for airflow and padded shoulders for 
added comfort.

»» Release pull provides the ability for rapid removal                         
»» Release pull adapts to left or right shoulder
»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachments
»» Internal sleeves for both soft armor and plate front and back
»» Plate pocket measures 13”H x 10”W x 1”D
»» Emergency drag handle
»» Lightly padded mesh interior for comfort and airflow
»» Adjustable in girth and height
»» Hook & Loop area in front and back   

19
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CPC

Compact Plate Carrier
M-XL Adjustable
Accepts standard 10x13 plates

The Condor Compact Plate Carrier is designed for high speed ,low drag. 
Comfortable and well-constructed having compression molded panels and 
heavy duty webbing for MOLLE compatible gear and accessories.

»» Emergency drag handle
»» Side release buckles on shoulders and waist strap
»» Compression molded panels
»» Easy access to ballistic plates with pull down flaps
»» Accepts standard 10” x 13” plates

 

MPC

Modular Plate Carrier
M-XL Adjustable

The Condor Modular Plate Carrier is designed with heavy webbing on all sides 
for any MOLLE compatible gear and accessories. The MPC also features an 
internal cummberbund and padded shoulders support and comfort. Accepts up 
to 10 x 13 plate and Large BALCS/SPEAR cut soft armor front and back.
    
»» Heavyweight webbing over the entire vest for modular pouch attachment
»» Adjustable shoulder straps
»» Elastic waistband located in the interior of vest
»» 4 Built-n M4 mag pockets
»» Front & back  internal sleeves for plates measures 10” x 13”

 

DFPC

Defender Plate Carrier
L - XL Adjustable

The Condor Defender Plate Carrier is designed to carry both soft armor and 
plates. It will accept Large or X Large BALCS/SPEAR cut soft armor, up to 10.25” 
x 13.25” front and back plates, and up to 6” x 8” side plates. The DFPC also fea-
tures mesh padding for airflow and padded shoulders for added comfort.
  
»» Adjustable shoulder strap with detachable shoulder pads
»» Heavyweight webbing over the entire vest for modular attachments
»» Internal sleeves for both soft armor and plate front and back
»» Adjustable/detachable cummerbund with pockets for side armor, will fit up to 

6" x 8" side panel plate
»» Plate pocket measures 10.25" x 13.25"
»» Emergency drag handle
»» Lightly padded mesh interior for comfort and airflow
»» Adjustable in girth and height
»» Hook & loop webbing on front and back

 

TACTICAL VESTS
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US1051

Barrage Chest Rig
Waist Size: 30”- 50” Adjustable
   
The Condor Barrage was designed as an alternative to the MCR6 Rapid 
Assault Chest Rig. It features Lighter weight without the extra webbing, 
H-Harness for better support, and two new colors: Brown and Ranger 
Green! This chest rig is great for the hunting enthusiast or for a grab and go 
kit on training day.  Made in the USA.

»» Available in Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Six bungee retentive hook and loop secured mag pouches
»» Holds 12 M4/M16 magazines
»» H-Harness support system
»» Shoulder Pads sold seperately
»» Quick release buckles 
»» Made in the USA

 

MCR1

Modular Chest Rig
Waist Size: 30"-60" Adjustable

»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachments
»» Accepts 10 x 12 plates with operator cuts
»» Padded shoulder straps
»» Adjustable/detachable shoulder and waist straps
»» Webbing and D-Rings on shoulder straps
»» Document pocket
»» Crossback shoulder strap design

CR

7 Pocket Chest Rig
M - XL Adjustable
  
»» Crossback shoulder straps
»» Three magazine pouches, holds 2x M4/M16 magazines each
»» Two large utility pouches
»» One internal map pocket
»» Adjustable padded shoulder straps with radio/light pouch
»» Adjustable quick release waist belt

 

CS

Modular Chest Set
Chest Size: 34”50”, L-XXL Adjustable

»» Available in Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Six built-in M4 mag pouches
»» Two Internal mesh pockets
»» Webbing for modular attachments
»» Adjustable/removable chest platform
»» Internal pockets with webbing for modular attachments
»» Built-in hydration carrier (Bladder Not Included)
»» Padded Shoulder Straps
»» Adjustable in girth and height

 

NEW
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242

Hydro Harness integration kit
One Size Fits Most
  
Compatible with MCR3, MCR4, MCR5, MCR6, MCR7, and LCS Ops Rig
»» Contoured shoulder straps with webbing and D-rings
»» Padded with mesh for comfort and airflow
»» Drag handle
»» Accepts up to 2.5 L bladder (not included)

 

221036

MCR Bib integration kit
Only Fits MCR4, MCR5, MCR6 

»» MOLLE webbing for additional pouch attachments
»» Thin foam padding with anti-slip backing
»» Rear admin pouch
»» Hook and loop insert PALS attachment
»» Does NOT work with the [242]Hydro Harness 

 

MCR7

Ronin Chest Rig
Waist Size: 34”-42” Adjustable

The Condor Ronin Chest Rig is designed with a quick-release buckle front 
opening and H-harness backing for easy access. The MCR7 features a pad-
ded h-harness with multiple mounting/hanging points for accessories such 
as hydration carriers, radio pouches, and carabiners.
   
»» Heavy weight webbing for modular attachment
»» Swivi Lockster Buckles
»» Padded H-Harness with hook & loop, D-rings, and webbing
»» Two mesh map pockets (one on each side)
»» Adjustable shoulder and girth

 

MCR5

Recon Chest Rig
Waist Size: 30”- 58” Adjustable 

The Condor Recon Chest Rig is designed with built-in stacker/kangaroo 
style mag pouches to accommodate 6 x M4 Mags and 6 x Pistol Mag. The 
adjustable/removable flaps on the pistol pouches also allow the user to 
carry a knife or multi-tool and identify the contents of the pouch.
   
»» Chest rig comes with three BUILT IN stacker/Kangaroo type mag pouches
»» Swivel Lockster buckles
»» Padded cross-back shoulder strap with webbing and D-ring
»» Additional mesh pocket on the back
»» Two open-top mag pouch. (one on each side)
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MCR6

Rapid Assault chest rig
Waist Size: 30"-58" Adjustable

   
»» Genine Crye Precision MultiCam (optional)
»» Six open-top M4 mag pouches
»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachments
»» Swivi Lockster - swivel push-button release buckles
»» Padded cross-back shoulder strap with webbing and D-ring
»» 7” x 11” map pocket with inernal hook & loop panel
»» Additional mesh pocket on the back

MCR3

Modular Chest Panel
Waist Size: 30"-58" Adjustable

   
»» Compact low profile panel with heavyweight webbing
»» Swivi Lockster buckles
»» 9“ x 12” Map pocket with internal hook & loop panel
»» Two grommets for drainage
»» Cross-back shoulder and waist strap
»» Can be assembled and used as a shoulder-carry modular panel

MCR4

Ops Chest Rig
Waist Size: 30"-58" Adjustable

   
»» Genuine Digital Concealment A-TACS AU (Optional)
»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam (Optional)
»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachment
»» Swivi Lockster - swivel push-button release buckles
»» Two grommets for drainage
»» Padded cross-back shoulder strap with webbing and D-rings
»» 7” x 11” map pocket with internal hook & loop panel
»» Additional mesh back pocket
»» Two open top mag pouches (one on each side)

215 

H-Harness
One size fits most

»» Genuine Digital Concealment System A-TACS AU (optional)
»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam (optional)
»» Suspender adds support for the [241] Battle Belt
»» Contour shoulder harness with back panel with webbing
»» D-rings and webbing on front for quick-access attachments
»» Lightly padded mesh for air flow and comfort
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ETV

Elite Tactical Vest
Chest Size: Up to 44”, M-L Adjustable

»» Durable nylon mesh construction
»» 6 M4/M16 mag pouches
»» 2 Small utility pouches
»» Anti-slip Shock absorbing shooting  shoulder pad 
»» Adjustable shoulders with 2 metal D-rings
»» Zip up front with buckle secure
»» Two interior zip-up document pockets
»» Pistol Belt Included
»» Emergency drag handle

 

CV

Cross Draw Vest
M/L, Chest Size: Up to 44", Adjustable
XL/XXL, Chest Size: Up to 52”, Adjustable 

»» 3 M4/M16 mag pouches
»» Shotgun shell pouch
»» Anti-slip Shock absorbing shooting  shoulder pad 
»» Pistol holster for most medium-framed pistols
»» 3 adjustable pistol mag pouches
»» Adjustable shoulders with 2 metal D-rings
»» Zip up front with buckle compression
»» Two interior zip-up document pockets
»» Vest rear holds a hydration bladder
»» Pistol Belt Included
»» Emergency drag handle 

MV

Modular Vest
Chest Size: 34” - 46”, M-XL Adjustable
 
»» - Heavyweight webbing over entire vest for modular attachments
»» - Two quick-release buckles in front
»» - Padded shooter with stock stopping anti-slip on both shoulders
»» - One emergency drag handle on the back
»» - Hanging loops for pistol belt or duty belt
»» - Internal mesh zippered map pocket 
»» - Two utility pockets on each side

MHV

Mesh Hydration Vest
Chest Size: 34” - 50”, M-XL Adjustable
 
»» Heavyweight Webbing over entire vest for modular attachments
»» Built-in hydration carrier
»» 3D Foam Padded back for comfort and airflow
»» Six belt loops on the bottom for belt security, fits up to a 2" wide belt
»» Bladder and Belt not included
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if opportunity doesn’t come knocking, 

   build a door“
“-milton berle
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compact Assault Pack 
18” H x 10” W x 10” D  

The Condor Compact Assault Pack has multiple compartments to 
provide storage for just about anything you’ll want to carry including 
laptops, tablets or other tech gear. A built in hydration pocket will 
house a 2.5L water bladder. A padded back with spacer mesh will 
provide comfortable wear on long treks and patrols.  

»» Available in genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» 18” x 10” x 5” main compartment
»» Second compartment 15” x 8” x 2”
»» Front top compartment: 4” x 7” x 2.5”
»» Front bottom compartment: 10” x 8” x 2.5”
»» Contoured, padded back straps 
»» Adjustable sternum strap
»» Compression straps 
»» Drag handle
»» Heavyweight webbing for MOLLE and ALICE attachments
»» Hydration compatible
»»  

160

Venture Pack
20"H x 12"W x 7"D

The Condor Venture Backpack is designed for carrying  
technology out in the field. Equipped with a laptop sleeve 
and multiple compartments for quick access and a  bungee 
retentive stash pocket, the Venture can organize and keep 
all your gadgets ready to go.  

»» Available in Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Five Compartments
»» Main Compartment contains a padded sleeve for tablets or 

13"/15" laptop and two mesh pockets
»» Top Front compartment contains an organizer.
»» Front compartment contains mesh pockets.
»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachments. 
»» Padded mesh backing for reinforcement and airflow.
»» Detachable waist belt
»» Sternum strap
»» Side compression straps
»» Grommets on all compartments
»» Hydration compatible
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Urban Go Pack 
18”H x 12”W x 7”D 
  
The Condor Urban Go Pack is designed with practicality in mind. 
With enough smaller pockets to fit everything without having to 
dig through a massive main compartment, you can still find and 
carry necessary gear without hassle. This everyday assault pack is 
for anyone, from students to military professionals.

»» Padded laptop sleeve with zipper closure, for sizes up to 15.4"
»» Main compartment with document sleeve, and mesh pocket
»» Quick access gadget pocket
»» Top front compartment with organizer panel
»» Bottom front compartment with mesh pockets
»» Two side pockets 

 

155

Commuter Pack
17.5"H x 14"W x 6.5"D
»»

The Condor Commuter Backpack was designed as an 
EDC bag. Its features allow for anyone to carry it in any 
situation from going to school or out on a security patrol. 
Outfitted with webbing and a concealed carry pocket, its a 
great for mobile operators or for civilians.

»» Padded, fleece lined laptop compartment, for sizes up to 15.4" 
»» Main compartment with document sleeve and mesh pocket 
»» Quick-access gadget pocket, lined with fleece material
»» Organizer compartment with multiple sleeves and pockets
»» Zipper closure concealment pocket with hook & loop panel
»» Two 7.5"H x 6.5"W utility side pockets
»» Padded back panel with mesh reinforcement for air flow
»» Detachable/adjustable waist strap 
»» Sternum strap and multiple compression straps
»» Hydration compatible
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Medium Assault Pack
19"H x 12"W x 9"D

»» External side compression straps
»» Three hydration or antennane flaps 
»» Heavy-Duty carry and drag handle
»» Top front compartment has an organizer pocket
»» Bottom front compartment has a hook and loop panel 

with elastic webbing
»» Main compartment has a pouch for hyrdation or 15” 

laptop
»» Double zipper pulls on all compartments
»» Heavy weight webbing over the entire pack
»» Individually molded back panel
»» Removable padded waist belt 

 

169

Convoy Pack
18” H x 14” Wx 9” D  

The Condor Convoy Outdoor Pack was designed with the thought 
that people would rise to the challenge to do more with less. So we 
took the [125] 3-Day Assault Pack, one of our best sellers, scaled it 
down and made it so that it would be functional enough to get your 
through whatever adventure you took it on. The Convoy features 
five compartments designed to organize and hold all the essentials 
for that explorer in you.

»» Main Compartment contains a padded sleeve for tablets or 
13"/15" laptop and two mesh pockets
»» Top Front compartment contains an organizer
»» Bottom Front compartment contains mesh pockets for additional 

utilities/peripherals
»» Two side pockets compartments are perfect for 16 fl. oz water 

bottles or any quick access gadgets
»» Heavyweight webbing for modular attachments
»» Padded mesh backing for reinforcement and airflow
»» Detachable waist belt
»» Sternum strap
»» Side compression straps
»» Grommets on all compartments
»» Hydration compatible
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125
3 Day Assault Pack
22” H x 17” W x 11” D  

The Condor 3 Day Pack offers large cargo main compart-
ment and multiple outter pockets to organize all your gear. 
The 3- Day Assault Pack is Condor’s most popular backpack 
loved and reviewed by operators, outdoor enthusiasts, and 
everyday carriers all across the globe. 

»» Large load cargo capacity compartment with separate 
pocket to fit up to two 3L hydration bladders.
»» Body contour shoulder straps with D-Ring for equipment 

attachment, sternum starp and waist belt.
»» External side compression straps.
»» Heavy-Duty carry and drag handle.
»» Two double zipper pulls on the main compartment for 

easy access.
»» Individual foam pad back panel for extra comfort and 

maximum airflow.
»» Grommets on all compartments for drainage.
»» Main Compartment with gear straps to secure gears and 

two extra mesh pockets. (22" x 13" x 8")
»» Second Compartment contains three map/document 

pockets, two radio pockets, and penholders.
»» Two large pockets on the back, bottom pocket (12.5" x 

6" x 3") with three elastic closure mash pocket and a zipper 
mesh pocket.
»» Two side pockets (9" x 5" x 2.5") one on each side.
»» One Compartment for hydration systems.

 

166
Bison Pack
21” H x 13” W x 9” D  

The Condor Bison Backpack is an upgrade from our 
old Assault and Shoulder bag, integrating the sling as 
a pouch that can be attached or detached. It features 
a large compartment that uses a U-Shapped opening 
which allows you to grab things from the bottom of 
the bag without having to sacrifice the organization 
you worked hard to achieve. Also it features webbing 
on the front panel for extra pouches incase you need 
more than the additional sling bag. The Bison is per-
fect for any city exploration or hiking excursion.

»» Main cargo compartment with U-shaped zipper for 
easy access
»» Two internal mesh pockets for small items
»» Two sets of double zippers for side or top access
»» Two side compression straps also act as zipper stop
»» Detachable front tablet/document pouch
»» Two additional side pockets for small items
»» Body contoured shoulder straps with D-rings 
»» Heavyweight webbing and drag handle
»» Individually formed pads back panel 
»» Grommets on all compartments for drainage
»» Compartment for hydration systems (bladder not 

included)
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Ambidextrous Sling Bag
18"H x 13"W x 7"D

»» Ambidextrous shoulder/waist strap
»» Built-In Hydration Compatible Pocket
»» Zipper closure concealment pocket with hook and loop
»» Double Zipper Pulls on all three Compartments
»» Compression Straps on Top and Side
»» Padded Mesh Back Panel
»» Heavyduty Webbing
»» Two outer layer with multiple compartments and slots
»» Bladder Not Included

 

11170

Outrider Pack
18” H x 10” W x 7” D 

The Outrider Backpack is an everyday carry designed for te-
chies on the go. The internal laptop sleeve holds a 13” laptop 
and is accompanied by mesh pockets. Outside, the webbing 
allows you to expand storage, great for mission essentials.
 
»» Main compartment: 18" x  10" x 5" with internal sleeve for 

13” laptop or tablet
»» Outer compartment: 17" x  10" x 2" with mesh pocket and 

sleeves for accessories
»» Quick access zipper pocket  measures 8" x 10"
»» Two side pockets
»» Removable waist belt 
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Mission Pack
20”H x 13”W x 7”D

The Condor Mission Pack is based on our popular sling bag. 
Due to dealer and user recommendations the three compart-
ment, multiple internal pocket, double shoulder strap version 
was produced, which makes it a great bugout pack.

»» Main Compartment :
»» Built-In hydration pocket and large mesh pocket
»» Outer organizer compartment with multiple sleeves and 

pockets
»» Center compartment with four zippered mesh pockets
»» Zipper closure concealment pockets with hook & loop panel
»» Compression straps on top and side
»» Detachable/adjustable waist strap
»» Padded shoulder strap with sternum strap
»» Padded back panel with mesh reinforcement to maximize 

air flow
»» Grommet for drainage

 

163

Solo Sling Bag
20”H x 10”W x 7”D
 
The Condor Solo Sling Bag is streamlined for ambidextrous use. 
All compartments can be secured and acessed quickly with dual 
zippers and with webbing all around, you can increase your load 
for better organization or attach utilities.    

»» Ambidextrous design for left or right hand usage 
»» Main compartment w/ document sleeve and 
»» 2 zippered mesh pockets 
»» Organizer compartment w/ multiple sleeve & mesh pockets 
»» Zipper closure concealment pockets with hook & loop panel 
»» Padded back panel & shoulder strap with mesh reinforcement 
»» Padded carrying handle
»» Grommets for drainage

 

BAGS & PACKS
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Colossus Duffle Bag
10” H x 26” L x 12” D  

The Condor Colossus is our improved take on the traditional soldier duffel 
bag. By compartmentalizing a traditional duffel, we've made it easier to sep-
arate, store, and carry your gear no matter what the situation. The compart-
ments also expand into one another to give you more room for bigger items 
and decompress to have a greater volume. The Colossus is equipped with 
three carry methods: drag handles, backpack straps, and shoulder strap, for 
whatever fits your comfort.

 

»» Main compartment (21”L x 10”H x 12”D)
»» U-shaped zipper and internal mesh pockets
»» Three external zipper side sleeves
»» One external compartment (5”L x 10”H x 12”D)
»» Hide-away padded backpack straps
»» Detachable shoulder strap
»» Reinforced textured PVC bottom
»» Vinyl ID window

35
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  111030
  Tidepool Hydration Carrier
   1.5L Bladder 
 
The Condor Tidepool's compact size is designed to go 
on your plate carrier without the over hang on the 
bottom, eliminating any uncomfortable shifting of 
your armor and providing a lower profile functional 
hydration carrier. Perfect for any vehicle driver and 
operators who prefer a more compact setup. 

»» Clam shell design for easy bladder access
»» 7" W x 7.5" H Exterior pocket with zipper closures
»» 7" W x 2" H Loop panel for morale or ID patches
»» Removable shoulder and Sternum Strap 
»» 1.5L (50 oz) bladder included for solid colors only

HCB3
Oasis Hydration Carrier 
17”H x 8”W x 3”D, 2.5L Bladder

The Condor Oasis Hydration Carrier is our third gen-
eration hydration kit. It offers a low profile, compact 
carry for a 2.5 liter water bladder and features thermal 
insulation. The Oasis can be attached via MOD straps 
or can standalone with its detachable shoulder straps.
    
  
»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam (optional)
»» Hook and loop webbing for ID patches
»» Lined with thermal reflective material
»» Detachable shoulder strap with sternum strap
»» Comes with Two 6" and Two 4" MOD Straps
»» 2.5L bladder (50 oz) included for solid colors only 
»» MultiCam variation HC3-008
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HCB2
Hydration Carrier 2  
17" H x 10" W x 3" D, 2.5L Bladder
 
The Condor Hydration Carrier 2 is the second 
generation designed with essential carry in mind. 
Equipped with two storage compartments, the HCB2 is 
ready to keep your individual first aid kit, keys, phone, 
gadgets, wallet at the ready .
   
 
»» Two zipper compartments
»» D-Rings on Straps
»» Hook and loop ID Panel 
»» Removable shoulder & sternum straps
»» Heavyduty webbing

 

HCB 
Hydration Carrier
17"H x 8"W x 3"D, 2.5L Bladder

 
The Condor Hydration Carrier was designed to work with the gear 
of any warfighter. Equipped with 
webbing, the front of the HCB is ready for additional attachments. A 
simple flap opening with a patch panel allows quick access to your 
bladder, easy threading of the water tube, and easy identification.  
 

»» Quick access flap with hook and loop ID panel
»» Heavyduty webbing
»» Two detachable shoulder straps
»» Sternum strap
»» 2.5L bladder (50 oz) included for solid colors only
»» MultiCam variation HC3-008
»» Kryptek variation Mandrake HC3-017 Highlander HC3-016
»» A-TACS variation HC3-009
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Hydration Pack 
17”H x 9”W x 3”D  
  
The Condor Hydration Pack features an extendable main compartment, 
one accessory pocket, and webbing for adding modular attachments 
making it an ideal hiking day pack. You can expand the storage even further 
by adding MOLLE pouches to make it into a more functional pack for longer 
day trips. 

»» Day pack complete with 2.5 L TPU material bladder and bite valve 
»» A large main compartment featuring 3" zipper expander and a large 

outside pocket with heavy-duty webbing for modular attachments 
»» Two elastic mesh pockets and key chain holder in exterior pocket
»» Body contour shoulder straps with D-ring for equipment, and sternum 

strap and waist belt
»» Six individual mesh formed padded back panels

 

165 

Fuel Hydration
10"H x 17"W x 6"D 

The Condor Fuel Hydration Pack is great for short trips. Equipped with a 
hydration bladder and extra compartments, anyone can use it as an every-
day carry. The front of the bag has a hook and loop panel for any morale or 
identificaiton patches.

»» Main compartment with document sleeve
»» Outer compartment with hook & loop panel, mesh pocket, and divider 
»» Quick-access gadget pocket with fleece lining
»» 2 side pockets for small accessories
»» Padded back panel and shoulder strap with mesh reinforcements
»» Detachable waist strap 
»» 2.5L TPU material bladder with bite valve included 
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Messenger Bag
11"H x 14"W x 5"D 

»» Large Compartment with internal mesh pocket 
»» Main compantment has elastic loops for three M4 Mags, or six pistol mags 
»» Long Bottom Compartment for tactical light, baton or pen.
»» Zippered main compartment for storage of paperwork 
»» ID slot Compartment with Internal sleeve 
»» Top left Utility Compartment
»» Padded mesh backing for comfort
»» Adjustable shoulder strap with side-release buckle
»» Adjustable/Detachable waist strap

156

EDC Bag
10"H x 9"W x 4.5"D

»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam material
»» Double zippered main compartment with internal sleeves (7.5"H x 7"W x 3"D)
»» Front compartment with elastic loops and internal sleeves (7"H x 6.5W" x 1"D) 
»» Front drop-in zipper pocket on flap 
»» Webbing on both side for modular attachments 
»» Concealment pocket with hook and loop panel 
»» Padded mesh backing for comfort 
»» Secret compartment located behind outer compartment for valuable personal items
»» Adjustable shoulder strap with side-release buckle 
»» Adjustable/Detachable waist strap

 

168

Camera Bag
12” H x 9” W x 8” D  
  
The Condor Camera Bag represents durability and convenience for any combat 
photographer. Being out on the field during harsh conditions demands the right 
protection. This camera bag allows you to be confident in protecting all the 
moments you capture.

»» Fully padded pouch w/ heavy duty webbing
»» Double Zipper closure
»» Removable/adjustable divider to accommodate different lens lengths
»» Front zipper compartment (8"x 9" x 1") with internal mesh pocket and sleeves
»» Padded removable shoulder strap 
»» Grab handle
»» 3" x 6" ID/Patch Panel
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Brief Case
12”H x 21”W x 6”D  

»» Main compartment: (12"H x 16"W x 3"D)
»» Fully padded with elastic gear strap
»» Two internal zipper mesh pocket
»» Open flat with adjustable tether straps
»» Rear compartment: (11"H x 16"W x 1.75"D)
»» Open top padded sleeve, fits up to 17" laptop
»» Exterior over handle sleeve
»» Large front organizer pocket: (9"H x 10"W x 2"D)
»» Additional zipper sleeve on the outside
»» Two modular pouches included:
»» Padded GPS pouch with front pocket (4"H x 8"W x 1.5"D)
»» Water bottle pouch with Hook & Loop flap (4"H x 8"W x 3"D)
»» Reinforced wrap around carrying handle, with padded grip
»» Detachable/ Adjustable padded shoulder strap
»» Two padded utility pockets
»» Concealment pocket with loop panel for hook attachments

 

145

3 Way Laptop Case
12"H x 17"W x 5"D

»» Laptop compartment (12"H x 17"W x 3"D)
»» Adjustable straps to secure laptop and foldout protective 

padding 
»» Hook & loop panel for organizer during concealment mode or 

other attachments 
»» Two pockets for cables, flash drives or other accessories
»» Padding on all sides
»» Opens flat for work station mode. Protective padding folds 

out over zipper to protect hands being scratched
»» Removable organizer, panel features 
»» CD pouch, elastic loops for pen or tools
»» 6"H x 8"W sleeve, and 3"H x 5"W slot
»» (5"H x 9"W x 2"D) smaller padded front compartment for AC 

adapter or other gadgets
»» One zipper document pockets
»» Hide-away padded backpack straps
»» For hand, shoulder or backpack carry
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Tactical Response Bag
9.5” H x 13” W x 4” D  
  
The Condor Tactical Response Bag is a great way to get organized 
for any emergency preparedness situation. Having a great amount 
of divided ompartments gives you a quick way to fit your essentials. 
Comes with a concealed universal pistol holster in a hidden hook and 
loop compartment.

»» Main compartment with removable divider
»» Two adjustable side pockets
»» Two pen pockets
»» One tactical flashlight pocket
»» Four accessory pockets with hook and loop closures
»» Two zippered compartments
»» Padded Removable Shoulder Strap
»» Hook and loop panel front pocket for concealed weapon

 

137

Utility Shoulder Bag 
8"H x 12"W x 4.5"D

»» Zipper closure main compartment
»» Three internal pockets 
»» Modular attachment straps 
»» Heavy duty webbing for modular attachments 
»» Removable shoulder strap 

 

157

E&E Bag
12"W x 10.5"H x 4"D

»» Removable flap with clear vinyl inner layer
»» Double zipper main compartment
»» Main compartment with removable divider
»» Multiple elastic gear loops
»» Internal radio pouch with antenna access
»» Padded back pocket with hook & loop panel
»» Heavy duty webbing for modular attachments
»» Removable waist strap with SLIK CLIP  

  

MA20

Foldout Medical Bag
9"H x 10"W x 5"D

»» Three fold-out compartments with zippered closure
»» One open pocket
»» Adjustable & removable shoulder strap
»» Web carrying handle 
»» Modular attachment strap 
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Deployment Bag
6"H x 12"W x 5.5"D

»» Three Compartments 
»» Buckled compression straps
»» Adjustable & removable shoulder strap
»» Web carrying handle
»» Modular attachment strap

 

143

Fanny Pack
One size fits most

 
»» Center compartment (6"H x 6"W x 2.75"D) with hook and loop panel 
»» Two pockets (4"H x 4"W x 1.5"D) 
»» One zipper pocket 
»» Tuck-away layer on both side pockets 
»» Padded mesh backing 
»» Ambidextrous with two quick access pulls in main compartment
»» Universal Holster (UH1) included 

 

148

Shotgun Scabbard
29” H

»» Designed for shoulder carry or modular mounting
»» Webbing on both sides for ambidextrous usage
»» Four D-ring locations for attaching the shoulder sling accommodates 

users' preference
»» Removable retention strap with side-release buckle
»» Padding around the whole scabbard to protect your shotgun
»» Grommet for drainage

 

149

Pistol Case
10"H x 12"W x 2.5"D

»» Comes with 4 hook & loop attachments
»» One Universal Holster 
»» One 4" x 5" Utility Pouch 
»» One Flashlight, Multi-Tool pouch, 2" x 4" with elastic band and adjustable flap 
»» One Elastic keeper 
»» 1/4" padding with lockable zipper 
»» Document pocket on the back 
»» ID window on the front 
»» Padded center divider to protect weapon and accessories 
»» Elastic keeper to hold tools or magazines 
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28" Rifle Case
12"H x 28"W x 3"D

»» Dual zipper access
»» Padded interior for weapon carry
»» Main compartment is 28" long with two hook & loop straps to secure weapon 
»» Second Compartment is 18" long that is padded with hook & loop panel 
»» Exterior webbing for MOLLE attachments
»» Shoulder strap
»» Drag handle  

 

158

38" Rifle Case
38”L x 10”H x 3”D 

The Condor Black Rifle Case provides a clean simple way to store your rifle, with a 
design that makes it comfortable to carry as well. Equipped with both a shoulder 
strap and ergonomic padded handle, and pouches for your gun accessories, The Black 
Rifle Case makes it easy to take your firearms whereever and whenever you need to.

»» 12"W x 9"H x 2"D utility compartment with loop panel for hook attachments.
»» Zipper pocket for accessories.
»» 3/4" foam padded main compartment.
»» Adjustable/detachable shoulder strap.

 

164
Transporter
26” H x 8.5” L x 4” W

The Condor Transporter’s discreet design hides your AR-15 Carbine in plain sight. The 
164 features a padded interior with a removable divder to seperate the upper and 
lower receivers with a padded mesh back to maximize airflow. The exterior zipper 
compartment holds your magazines, tools, and other accessories. Also fits AR and AK 
pistols as well as AK-47 underfolders and other take-down guns.

»» Discreet take down case designed to fit AR-15 carbine
»» Padded main compartment with removable padded divider
»» Four tight down straps to secure weapon in place
»» Large exterior zipper compartment with elastic loops for tool or other accessories
»» Hide away shoulder strap
»» Padded back with mesh reinforcement to maximize airflow
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133/ 128

36”/42" Rifle Case
13”H x 43”W x 3”D 

The Condor rifle case is fully padded for maximum protection with an additional 
26" front compartment for pistols, optics, SMGs, or other accessories. It comes 
with 3 modular pouches that combines to hold up to 14 M4 magazines. The rifle 
case is available in 36" (133) and 42" (128).
  
»» Primary Compartment:
»» Stores one rifle up to 36”/42" long with two hook and loop secure straps
»» Secondary Compartment:
»» 26" long with two internal pockets 
»» Two modular Mag pouches
»» One modular Utility Pouch
»» 3/4" Padding

151/152/159

36”/42”/46" Double Rifle Case
13”H x 37”W x 4.5”D  

The Condor double rifle cases are designed to carry two primary weapons, with 
the additional 26" compartment for pistol, optic, SMG or other accessories. It 
comes with 3 modular pouches that combines to hold up to 14 M4 magazines. 
The padded divider separates the two rifles and the entire case is fully padded for 
maximum protection. The double rifle case are available in 36" (151), 42" (152), 
and 46” (159).

»» Main Compartment: 
»» Accommodates two rifles up to 36"/42”/46” long, with four hook & loop straps 
»» Outer Compartments:
»» 26" long with two internal pocket for pistols, optics or  other accessories
»» Two modular magazine pouches
»» One modular utility pouch
»» Removable padded center divider
»» Hide away/Detachable padded backpack strap with sternum strap
»» YKK zipper
»» 3/4" Padding
»» MultiCam Not Available for 46” Double Rifle Case

 

single

double
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Sniper Drag Bag
11.5"H x 50"W x 5"D

The Sniper Drag Bag is Condor’s solution for snipers who have to carry 
and prepare a variety of gear for their operations. Equipped with 
storage pockets inside and outside, the sniper drag bag is ready to 
carry your mats, veils, magazines, cleaning kits, and documents. 

131

Sniper Shooter Mat
13"H x 50"W x 2"D

The Condor Sniper Shooter’s Mat is designed to support one sniper 
with a plethora of support panels for ammo, logistics, and even 
comfort. The mat is equipped witth a carry handle and backpack 
straps for your preference as well as padding for when you’re in 
prone position. Attached to the front of the mat are utility pouches 
for storage and anti-slip pads to grip your tools while in position.

»» Available in Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Padded interior fits up to one 50” rifle
»» Four interior securing straps with quick-release buckles
»» Three exterior storage pouches
»» One interior pouch 
»» Removable padded center divider for additional rifle storage 
»» Hide away/detachable shoulder straps with sternum strap
»» Carry Handle 

»» Hide away carrying handle and drag loops
»» 1/2” foam padding on each panel
»» Flap over zipper as a protective cover 
»» Webbing across the front for modular attachments
»» Hide away and detachable back straps 
»» Two detachable pouch panels for utilities: 
»» Zippered pocket, and 10 elastic ammo loops 
»» Double layered zippered pocket, 
»» Top layer clear vinyl pocket for ID
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MODULAR POUCHES

US1024

tsrs Buttstock Shell Platform
6.5” L x 2” W
  
The Tactical Shotgun Reload System Buttstock allows 
an operator to carry more ammo than other shotgun 
shell extension systems. This Buttstock features a de-
tachable 6-round magazine strip that is the same size 
as a standard 30-round AR magazine. It allows the 
operator to carry extra strips on their load out, giving 
them a larger ammo capacity while being able to 
reload quickly. The T.S.R.S. also allows the operator 
to use the same mag pouches designed for AR mags 
and insert additional 6-round magazine strips. Made 
in the USA.
  
»» Carries six shotgun shells
»» Shotshell strip with Velcro® Brand backing
»» Tri-glide with adjustable straps for mounting
»» Made in the USA

 

US1025

tsrs Shotshell Strip
6.5” L x 2” W 
 
This Shotshell Strip is part of the Tactical Shotgun 
Reload System, and is designed to attach to the 
buttcuff or modular platform for quick reloading 
of your firearm.
  
»» Carries six shotgun shells
»» Hook backside for attachment to any Velcro® 

Brand surfaces
»» Made in the USA

 

US1023

tsrs shot Shell Platform
6.5” L x 3.5” W
  
The Tactical Shotgun Reload System Shell Platform 
allows an operator to carry more ammo than other 
shotgun shell extension systems. This modular plat-
form features a detachable 6-round magazine strip 
that is the same size as the standard 30-round A.R. 
magazine, allowing an operator to carry the strips on 
their tactical vest to increase their ammo capacity. The 
T.S.R.S. also allows an operator to use the same mag 
pouches designed for A.R. mags and insert additional 
6-round magazine strips. Made in the U.S.A.

»» Carries six shotgun shells
»» Shotshell strip with Velcro® Brand backing
»» Modular attached platform with Velcro® Brand face
»» 6" Mod straps NOT INCLUDED
»» Made in the USA

 

MA12

Shotgun Pouch
3.5"H x7.25"W x 1.75"D

»» Fits 12 Shotgun Shells
»» Hook and loop flap closure with loop panel

 

MA61

Shotgun Reload
8"H x 4"W x 1.5"D
  
»» Fits up to 25 Shotgun Shells 

US1014-008

ShotGun Shell Bandoleer
1.75"H x 55"W
 
»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Holds up to 50 rounds of 12 ga. shotshells
»» Ambidextrous, can be worn on the right or left shoulder
»» ITW Nexus quick dual release buckle for quick detachment
»» Made with Berry Compliant hardware and material
»» Made In U.S.A
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DOUBLE KANGAROO M14 MAG POUCH
191040 DOUBLE

»» Two M14 mag pouches
»» Two pistol mag pouches in the front, 

with adjustable Hook & Loop flap

 

M4 Mag Pouch
MA5 SINGLE 
MA4 DOUBLE
MA58 TRIPLE
  
»» Fits up to 6 M4/M16 mags respec-

tively

 

m4/m16 open top mag pouch
MA18 SINGLE
MA19 DOUBLE
MA27 TRIPLE

»» Fits up to 3 M4/M16 mags 
respectively

 

Stacker M4 Mag Pouch
MA42 SINGLE
MA43 DOUBLE
MA44 TRIPLE

»» Fits up to 6 M4 mags respectively

 

Kangaroo Mag Pouch
MA50 SINGLE
MA51 DOUBLE
MA55 TRIPLE

»» Fits up to 3 M4/M16 mags and 3 
pistol mags repectively
»» Adjustable Hook & Loop flaps 

 Pistol Mag Pouch
MA32 SINGLE
MA23 DOUBLE
MA52 TRIPLE
 
»» Fits 3 M4/M16 mag and 3 pistol 

mags respectively
»» Adjustable Hook & Loop flap 

 

M14 Mag Pouch
MA62 SINGLE
MA63 DOUBLE

 
»» Fits up to 4 M14 mags respectively

 

M14 Open Top Mag Pouch
MA24 DOUBLE

»» Fits up to 2 M14 mags
»» Bungee secure retention system

 

Single P90 & Ump45 Mag Pouch
MA31 SINGLE

»» Fits 1 P90/UMP45 mag
»» Adjustable flap to extend height up 

to 13"

 

Mp5 Pouch
MA37 TRIPLE  

»» Fits up to 3 MP5 mags

 

AK Kangaroo Mag Pouch
MA71 DOUBLE
MA72 TRIPLE

»» Fits up to 3 AK mags and 3 pistol 
mags respectively
»» Adjustable hook & loop flap 

AR/AK Mag Pouch
MA6 DOUBLE
MA33 TRIPLE

»»   Fits up to 6 AR/AK mags 
respectively
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MODULAR POUCHES

MA9

Radio Pouch
 
8”H x 4.5”W x 2”D

MA10

Pistol Pouch
 
8.5”H x 4”W x 1.5”D

MA11

Gas Mask Pouch  

 
10.5”H x 6.75”W x 4”D

 

MA13

Double 40mm Grenade Pouch
 
6”H x 2.25”W x 2”D

MA15

Single Frag Grenade Pouch
 
4”H x 3.5”W x 2.5”D

MA14

Double Frag Grenade Pouch
 
4”H x 7”W x 2.5”D

MA22

3 Fold Mag Recovery Pouch 
   
Open: 12"H x 10"W
Folded: 4"H x 10"W

 

MA36

Roll - Up Utility Pouch
Open: 8.5"H x 8"W
Folded: 5"H x 4.5"W

 

MA35

Map Pouch
7”H x 6”W x 2”D

 

MA40

H2O Pouch
 
Main: 10”H x 4”Diameter
Front: 6.5”H x 4”W x 1”D

 

MA67

G.P. Pouch  

6.25” W x 7.25” H x 1.5” D

MA56

HHR Pouch

4”H x 2”W x 1.5”D
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191029

Baton Pouch
Fits Up to 26” Expandable Baton 

 `

MA57

GPS Pouch

8.5"H x 3.5"W x 1.25"D

 

MA68

Ht Holster

4.25" W x 8" H x  1.5" D

 

MA75

Side Plate Pouch

8"H x 8.5"W x 1"D

 

MA77

4 X 4 Utility Pouch

4"H x 4"W x 2"D

 

MA80

Shock Stop

6.5"H x 3.5"W
 

 

MA69

Vt Holster

3.75" W x 8" H x  1.5" D

 

MA26

Gadget Pouch

5.5"H x 4"W x 2.5"D

 

MA78

OC Pouch
4.5"H x 2"W
  

 

MA28

Single Flashbang Pouch 
 
5”H x 2”W x 1”D

MA29

Double Flashbang Pouch
5”H x 4”W x 1”D

MA76

Tactile Mag Pouch
5"H x 3"W
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MODULAR POUCHES

191044

Small Utility Pouch
8.5”H x 5.75”W 

191045

Water Bottle Pouch
4"H x 8"W x 3"D

MA30

Admin Pouch

7" H x 7" W 

MA39

ID Panel

4"H x 5"W

MA45

I Pouch

5"H x 3"W x 1.5"D

 

MA2

Ammo Pouch

7"H x 6.5"W x 3"D

 

MA8

Utility Mag Pouch
4.5"H x 8.5"W x 3.5"D

 

MA48

Flashlight Pouch
3.25" D

 

MA53

Large Utility Pouch

8"H x 8"W x 2.5"D

MA54

T&T Pouch

7.5"H x 10"W x 1.5"D

MA70

10" Tablet Sleeve

8.5" H x 11.5" W 

MA47

Handcuff Pouch 

1.25" D
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MA73

Tech Sheath

3" W x 5" H x 1" D

 

MA66

Digi Pouch

3.5"H x 5.5"W x 2.5"D

 

MA16

Pocket Pouch

7.25”H x 5”W 

MA74

Lens Pouch

9.25"H x 4.5"W x 4.5"D 

 

MA64

Side Kick Pouch
7"H x 5.5"W x 1.5"D

MA49

Emt Glove Pouch

4"H x 3.5"W x .75"D

MA59

M4 Buttstock Mag Pouch
»» Fits both fixed or collapsible stocks
»» Holds one M4/M16 mag

191052

rip away panels, 2 pk
7”H x 6.5”W
»» For MA41 Rip Away EMT Pouch

191064 
binocular Pouch

»» 6.5"H x 6.5"W x 3.25"D

191063

single flashbang Pouch
»» New Updated Flashbang Pouch
»» Holds one Flashbang

191064

double flashbang Pouch
»» New Updated Flashbang Pouch
»» Holds one Flashbang

NEW NEWNEW
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MODULAR POUCHES

191028

First Response Pouch
4.5”H x 6.5”L x 2”D  
  
The Condor First Response Pouch was designed as a mountable personal first 
aid kit for soldiers and operators in the field. The loop-lined, surface buckle flap 
allows quick access/closure without hassle. The rip away panel allows quick 
transfers for emergency situations or efficient mobility between load outs.

»» Rip away hook back and loop panel
»» Back webbing allows horitzontal or vertical mounting
»» Surface mount buckle
»» One pocket, Elastic securement straps 
»» Quick close flap with hook and loop support
»» Two 6" MOD Strap included

 

191031

Rip Away EMT Lite
6.5”H x 4”W x 2”D
  
The Condor Rip Away EMT Lite is the redesigned personal version of the 
MA41 Rip Away EMT. Its compact design is great for holding a complete first 
aid kit for a single person, while the outside webbing can allows for additional 
MOLLE Attachments or chem-lights. It features a grab handle for quick tear-
away transfers or load out switching, as well as a quick access pull tongue to 
open the pouch.
  
»»  Rip away hook back with loop panel secure with quick release buckle
»»  Clam-shell design
»»  Grab Handle
»»  Hook and loop ID Panel
»»  Webbing for MOLLE attachements and accessories
»»  Internal Quick open pull-tongue
»»  6" MOD Straps included

 

MA21

EMT Pouch
7” H x 5” W x 2 1/2” D  

The Condor EMT Pouch is one of the most popular pouches among our 
customers. Equipped with elastic straps on the inside for bandages or 
tourniquets, and dividers for medical shears, syringes, and other medical 
items, you’ll be able to reach in and get what you need at a moment’s notice.
 
»» Double open U-shaped Zipper 
»» Elastic Loops for Bandages and Tourniquets
»» Elastic Dividers
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MA41

Rip Away Emt Pouch
8” H x 6” W x 3.5” D

  
The Condor Rip-Away EMT pouch can carry all your First Aid essentials. 
Designed to rip-away from the modular platform when needed, it 
also comes with a strap on the platform to keep it from falling off 
accidentally. The Rip-Away design also gives the ability to utilize the 
bag in place or pull it off for easier access or to transfer items to 
another medic.
  

»» Tri-fold design
»» Multiple pockets and elastic loops for storage
»» Double zipper closure
»» Addition 2" webbing, with pull-tab for quick/temperory closing
»» Two inch patch area across front of pouch
»» Wide handle for carrying or rapid removal
»» Two D-rings on the back for shoulder strap
»» Additional RIP AWAY panels available  (191052)

 

191053

Rip Away Emt Pouch gen 2
8” H x 8.5” W x 1” D

  
The Condor Rip-Away EMT pouch made it easy to access and transfer 
your gear. The new generation EMT rip away pouch provides a single 
package that can be deployed to display your medical kit without hav-
ing to rummage through. Quick pull tabs allow you to pull the kit out 
from either side and have it ready to help those in need.
  

»» Pull out, open fold design
»» Multiple pockets and elastic loops for storage
»» Hook and loop webbing panel for identification
»» High-vis pull tabs for ambidexterous release
»» Hook and loop secure
»» Wide handle for carrying or rapid removal
»» Two D-rings on the back for shoulder strap

 

NEW
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54 TACTICAL GLOVES

15252

Tactician Glove
8(S), 9(M), 10(L), 11(XL), 12(XXL)
 
The Condor Tactician Shooter Gloves are made for the modern operator, 
with a comfortable fit and its TouchTec Nanotechnology, for dexterity and 
seamless functionality with all your touchscreen gadgets. The Tactician is 
fabricated from a lightweight, breatheable spandex and neoprene material to 
give you a comfortable fit and better dexterity at your fingertips.

»» Premium goatskin Leather
»» Spandex interwoven for close fit and better dexterity
»» Double layer reinforced leather on palms and knuckles
»» Padded palms and fingerbacks
»» Motion contoured padded knuckles
»» Adjustable neoprene cuffs for secure fit

 

251

Syncro Tactical Gloves
8(S), 9(M), 10(L), 11(XL), 12(XXL)  

The Condor Syncro Tactical Gloves are designed for the modern operator. 
Woven with Touchtec Nanotechnology, the Syncro is touch-screen friendly, 
yet it provides necessary protection against the harsher elements of the field.
   
»» Premium Goatskin Leather 
»» DuPont ™Nomex® fiber throughout fingers and the back of hand for flame 

and flash protection
»» Double-layer reinforced leather on palms and knuckles
»» Padded palms and back of fingers
»» Hard shell knuckle protection
»» Adjustable cuff for secure fit
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Combat Glove
8(S), 9(M), 10(L), 11(XL), 12(XXL)

»» Premium Goatskin Leather
»» Dupont ™Nomex® fibers throughout for flame/flash protection
»» Double-layer of reinforcement leather on palm and knuckle
»» Padded palm and back of fingers
»» Hard shell knuckle protection
»» Adjustable cuff for secure fit

 

220

Tactical Glove
8(S), 9(M), 10(L), 11(XL), 12(XXL)

»» Premium Goatskin Leather
»» Dupont ™Kevlar® fiber throughout for flame/flash protection
»» Double-layer of reinforcement leather on palm and knuckle
»» Padded palm and fingerbacks
»» Padded knuckle, with hard-shell insert for protection
»» Adjustable cuff for secure fit

 

228

Shooter Glove
8(S), 9(M), 10(L), 11(XL), 12(XXL)

»» Synthetic leather palm with reinforcement and padding
»» 2-way stretch spandex backhand for flexibility and breathability
»» Hook & loop cuff closure with molded rubber tab
»» Anti-slip silicone treated finger tips to maximize grip
»» Terry cloth sweat wipe on thumb

 

226

Stryker Padded Knuckle Glove
8(S), 9(M), 10(L), 11(XL), 12(XXL)

»» Synthetic leather palm with reinforcement and padding
»» Two-way stretch spandex backhand for flexibility and breathability
»» Hook & loop cuff closure with molded rubber tab
»» Anti-slip silicone treated finger tips to maximize grip
»» High density padded knuckle helps absorb shock from impact
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241

Gen II Battle Belt 
S (35.5”), approx. waist size: 30 - 34
M (39”), approx. waist size: 36 - 40
L (42”), approx. waist size: 42 - 46 

The Condor battle belt was designed to provide extra real 
estate for modular attachments, be used in conjunction 
with our 215 - H-Harness, work as light and easy load-out, 
and provide additional options to distribute your modular 
attachments/weight from your load-bearing vest. The 
battle belt must be used with a 1.5" - 2" web belt (not 
included).

»» Contoured shape to aid mobility 
»» Side panels with hook & loop closure for easy inner belt 

threading and drop leg holster attachment
»» Two rows of webbing across belt
»» Four D-rings for harness
»» Padded mesh lining
»» Two leg rig attachment openings

 

US1019
cobra gun belt
S, waist size: 30 - 34
M, waist size: 34 - 38
L, waist size: 38 - 42
XL, waist size: 42 - 46
XXL, waist size: 46 - 50
XXXL, waist size: 50 - 54

240
BDU Belt
S /M, waist size: 30 - 34
M/L, waist size: 36 - 40
L/XL, waist size: 42- 46

US1016
universal pistol belt
S /M, waist size: 30 - 34
M/L, waist size: 36 - 40
L/XL, waist size: 42- 46

US1056
gt COBRA Belt
S (42”), waist size: 30 - 34
M (48”), waist size: 36 - 40
L (54”), waist size: 42 - 46

US1078
COBRA TACTICAL Belt
S (42”), waist size: 30 - 34
M (48”), waist size: 36 - 40
L (54”), waist size: 42 - 46

NEW

NEW
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PB
pistol Belt
One Size(44”), up to 42” waist

US1015-008
riggers belt 
S (42”), waist size: 30 - 34
M (50”), waist size: 36 - 40
L (56”), waist size: 42 - 46

RB
riggers Belt
S (39”), waist size: 24 - 34
M (49”), waist size: 34 - 40
L (59”), waist size: 40 - 50

IB
instructor’s Belt
S (42”), waist size: 30 - 34
M (48”), waist size: 36 - 40
L (54”), waist size: 42 - 46

TB
tactical Belt
S-L Adjustable, Up to 44”
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LEG RIG SYSTEMS

171037

Drop Leg Panel
9.5" H x 13" W

»» Low profile design
»» Hook and loop adjusted belt mount
»» D-Ring swivel mount for motion contour
»» Anti-slip backing on panel and leg strap
»» Quick release adjustment for leg strap

 

MA38

Drop Leg Dump Pouch
7”H x 7.5”W x 3”D
   
The Condor Drop Leg Dump Pouch is used to store empty magazines or other 
equipment quickly. The rigid insert keeps the pouch in form for easy storage 
or retrieval.
    
»» Hook & Loop flap closure
»» Top access opening with Hook & Loop flap and overlapping elastics
»» Side webbing for modular attachments
»» Fully adjustable leg strap with anti-slip backing and quick release buckle

 

MA1

Drop Leg Platform
One Size Fits All, 9.5” H x 13” W x 4” D

»» Five rows of heavyduty webbing
»» Quick side release buckles allows detachment  

without removing duty belts
»» Double 1.5' adjustable webbing leg rig straps,    

also with side release buckles
»» Leg straps feature anti-slip rubber stitching

 

MA65

Drop Leg m4 Mag Pouch
Fully Adjustable

»» Fully adjustable leg strap with anti-slip stitching 
»» Quick release buckles allows detachment without removing duty belt
»» Adjustable hook & loop flap with quick release buckles
»» Webbing on both side for modular attachments
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219

Cross Over Leg Rig
Fully Adjustable

»» Main compartment with 420D packcloth and drawstring closure
»» Front pocket with zipper closure
»» Additional side-release buckle flap, with zipper pocket over center compartment
»» Two side utility pouches
»» Additional mesh compartment on the back with zipper closure
»» Single waist/shoulder strap for dual usage
»» Single detachable leg strap for stability when using as waist pack/leg rig

MA25

Utility Leg Rig 
Fully Adjustable
   
»» Non-Slip padded drop leg platform
»» Fully adjustable leg strap with quick release buckle
»» Comes with three detachable pouches:
»» 1 x Handheld radio pouch. (belt mount) with buckle closure
»» 1 x Utility pouch for electronics
»» Vertical flap with quick release buckle, utility pouch also has a zippered compartment
»» 1 x Flashlight pouch. (belt mount) with hook and loop flap
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LEG RIG SYSTEMS

TTLH

Tornado Tactical Leg Holster
Fully Adjustable

The Condor Tornado leg holster is fully adjustable 
for every weapon size from a standard sidearm to 
a sidearm with a laser or light attachment.
  
»» Wrap-Around design to fit pistols with laser or 

flashlight mount
»» Retention system with additional hook and loop 

strap to secure weapon 
»» Fully adjustable leg strap with non-slip rubber 

lining and quick release buckle
»» One magazine pouch, with adjustable hook and 

loop flap.
»» Will fit Medium or Large size pistol 

 

TLH

Tactical Leg Holster
Fully Adjustable
 
»» Retention system with additional hook and loop 

strap to secure weapon 
»» Adjustable Hook & loop strap to secure weapon 
»» One Pouch with adjustable Hook & Loop flap 
»» Leg strapes feature anti-slip rubber stitching 
»» Double 1.25" adjustable webbing leg straps with 

side release buckles 
»» Fits most medium to large size pistols

 

ULH

Universal Leg Holster
Fully Adjustable

»» Non-Slip padded drop leg holster with extra 
magazine pouch
»» Fully adjustable leg strap with non-slip rub-

ber lining and quick release buckle
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TACTICAL SLINGS

US1009

Stryke single bungee conversion Sling
One Size
 
»» Converts from two point to single point sling
»» Transition-loc with pull-tab allows quick adjustments
»» Single bungee construction
»» HK snap hook adapter covered with elastic sleeve
»» Side-release buckle to release adapter
»» 1.25" webbing, with Duraflex buckles. (Heavy duty MOJAVA, part 

#9094 & 9095) 
»» Made in USA

 

US1012

Padded CBT single bungee conversion Sling
One Size
 
»» 3/8" foam padding covered by 2" Tubular Webbing
»» Coverts from two point to single point sling
»» Single bungee construction
»» HK snap hook adapter covered with elastic tube
»» Side-release buckle to release adapter and sling
»» 1.25" webbing, with Duraflex buckles (Heavy duty MOJAVA, part 

#9094 & 9095)
»» Made in USA

 

US1001

Cobra One Point bungee Sling
One Size
  
»» Single Point Sling
»» Dual Bungee Construction
»» HK snap hook adapter covered with elastic tube
»» Side-Release Buckle for Adapter Sling
»» 1.25" Webbing, with Duraflex Buckles (MOJAVA, part #9094 & 

#9095)
»» Made In USA

 

US1018

Padded Cobra two point Sling
One Size
 
»» 3/8" foam padding covered by 2" Tubular Webbing
»» Single point sling
»» Dual bungee construction
»» HK snap hook adapter covered with elastic tube
»» Side-release buckle to release adapter and sling
»» 1.25" webbing, with Duraflex buckles
»» Heavy duty MOJAVA, part #9094 & 9095)
»» Made in USA
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US1021

Viper Single Point Bungee Sling
One Size
 
»» Single high-strength bungee (.5" diameter)
»» 1-1/8"webbing
»» Includes two adapters: HK style snap hook or 

webbing strap. 
»» MADE IN USA

 

US1022

Adder Double Bungee one point Sling
One Size

»» Double high-strength bungee (.5" diameter)
»» 1-1/8"webbing
»» Includes two adapters: HK style snap hook or 

webbing strap
»» - MADE IN USA

 

US1002

CBT two point bungee Sling
One Size

»» Coverts from two point to single point sling
»» Dual bungee construction
»» Elastic tube covered HK snap hook adapter
»» Side-release buckle
»» 1.25" webbing, with Duraflex buckles (Heavy 

duty MOJAVA, part #9094 & 9095)
»» Made in USA

 

US1003

Speedy two Point Sling
One Size
 
»» Transition-loc with pull-tab allows quick adjustments
»» Universal strap adapters
»» Side-release buckle to release adapter
»» 1.25" webbing, with Duraflex buckles (Heavy duty 

MOJAVA, part #9094 & 9095)
»» Made in USA

 

US1008

Quick One Point Sling
One Size
 
»» Ambidextrous QUICK adjusting One Point Sling
»» Transition-loc with pull-tab for quick adjustments
»» Universal strap adapters
»» Side-release buckle
»» 1.25" webbing, with Duraflex buckles
»» (Heavy Duty MOJAVA, Part # 9094 & 9095)
»» Made in USA

 

US1004

Pistol Lanyard
One Size Fits All
 
»» Made of coiled wire with a black rubber exterior 

laminate
»» Velcro®  brand fastening tab for belt attachment
»» Attaches to your belt or PALS webbing
»» Made in USA
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TACTICAL SLINGS

3PS

3 Point Sling
Fully Adjustable, 1.5"W
  
»» Multiple attachment adapters:
»» One 1” attachment adapter
»» One 1” webbing adapter
»» Standard A2 buttstock adapter
»» Two cord attachments
»» Fore-end Adapter
»» Made to fit any rifle
»» 1.5" wide webbing

 

238

Snap Shackle 
One Size 
 
»» Spring loaded, steel snap 

shackle with dull black 
finish
»» Release latch by pulling 

the ring.
»» Latch can be resecured 

without pulling the ring.
»» 1" wide slot for webbing.
»» 6/pack

 

T3PS

Tactical 3 Point Sling
Fully Adjustable, 1.5”W  
 
»» Multiple attachment adapters:
»» One front handguard sling adapter
»» One 1” attachment extender
»» One buttstock adapter
»» Quick Release Buckle
»» 1.5” wide webbing with transitioner

US1005  

Itw Mash Hook Kit
One Size  

»» All purpose Snap Hook 
»»  Eliminates gate failures
»»  No hook to get snagged
»»  Low profile
»»  Oversized thumb tabs
»»  Stainless steel 
»» One 1.25" webbing with 

Duraflex buckle
»» One 3" elastic tube
»» One ITW mash hook
»» Made In USA

 

US1006

Rig Upgrade Kit
One Size
  
»» Two 1.25" webbing 
»» Duraflex male buckle
»» Made in USA

 

US1007  

Itw Mash Hook
One Size
  
»» Ten 3” elastic tube
»» Ten ITW mash hook
»» Made in USA
»» 10/pack

 

US1011 

Shackle Kit
One Size
 
»» Spring loaded, steel snap 

shackle with dull black 
finish
»» Release latch by pulling 

the ring
»» Latch can be resecured 

without pulling the ring
»» Made in USA

 

US1070

HK HOOK UPGRADE kit
One Size 

»» Spring loaded, steel snap 
shackle with dull black 
finish
»» Release latch by pulling 

the ring
»» Latch can be resecured 

without pulling the ring
»» 1" wide slot for webbing
»» Made in USA
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as you think 
   so shall you become“

“
-bruce lee
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TC

Tactical Cap
»» 100% Cotton
»» Buckle adjust strap
»» 6-panel construction
»» 4-row stitching on crown for durable 

flexibility
»» 3 hook & loop panels
»» Adjustable back strap w/ metal buckle 

 

TCM

Mesh Tactical Cap
  
»» Hook and loop adjusted straps
»» 6-panel construction (2 cotton, 4 

mesh)
»» 4-row stitching on crown for durable 

flexibility
»» 3 hook & loop panels 
»» Adjustable back hook and loop strap
»»

 

TCT

Tactical Team Cap  
  
»» 100% Cotton
»» 6-panel construction
»» 4-row stitching on crown for durable 

flexibility 
»» Adjustable back strap w/ metal buckle

 

TCTM

Mesh tactical Team Cap 

  
»» 6-panel construction (2 cotton, 4 

mesh)
»» 4-row stitching on crown for durable 

flexibility
»» Adjustable back hook and loop strap
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Multi Wrap
9.5"H x 19.5"W
 
»» Seamless construction for comfort
»» Anti static & moisture wicking
»» Stretchable Polyester Micro fiber for 

comfort and multiple configuration

 

WC

Watch Cap
One size fits most
 
»» Lightweight Synthetic Microfleece
»» Flex/Streth Wear
»» Dual lock stitch seams

 

225

Sniper Veil
40” H x 40” W

Condor Sniper Veils  are designed for a variety of concealment 
purposes: increased stealth, protection from the elements, and as 
netting. 
  
»» 100% cotton
»» Used to camouflage weaponry or as weather protection

201

Shemagh
44” H x 44” W

Adopted by military forces all over the world as a standard issue 
garment because of its sheer functionality, the Shemagh provides 
protection from direct sun exposure, as well as mouth and 
eye protection from blown dust, sand, and other particulates. 
Condor’s Shemagh colors cover an international variety of units 
and identification uses. 
  
»» 100% cotton
»» Used to camouflage weaponry or as weather protection
»» Main: OD/Black (001)
»» Top Left: Tan/Black (002)
»» Mid Left:  Foliage/Green (007)
»» Bottom Left: Foliage/Black (006)
»» Top Right: White/Black (005)
»» Mid Right: White/Red (004)
»» Bottom Right: Tan (003)

 221055

helmet pads II
9.5"H x 19.5"W
 
»» 7 piece pad set 
»» Dual layered shock absorbing foam
»» Hook-and-Loop patches with adhesive backing included
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by the walls you build yourself“
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US1046-008

multicam Drawstring Bag
19" H x 16" W
 
»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Durable for daily wear and tear
»» 650 paracord
»» Easy cinch close 
»» Made in the USA

 

US1027-008 (20L)//US1026-008 (40L)

20//40 Liter multicam Rain Cover
Fits 20-30 Liter or 40-50 Liter Bags respectively 

The Condor Raincover was designed to keep your backpack and essentials 
dry. The MultiCam Theta material is IR treated, giving you a low profile in 
visible light. It is also backcoated with fire retardant material that doubles as a 
sealant, closing the pores in the fabric to make it waterproof. The Raincover is 
Berry compliant and comes in 20L or 40L sizes.
   
»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Berry compliant
»» IR Treated 
»» Backcoated with fire retardent urethane
»» Drawcord cinch
»» Raincover pouch included
»» Made in the USA

 

221043

grenade key chain pouch
4”H x 2”D 

The Condor Grenade Key Chain Pouch 
is a great gift for all your friends. We 
designed the grenade pouch as a carry-all 
for small items you might take with you 
to the range, gym, or general outdoor. 
Even though you might have a keyring 
or pre-assembled carabiner, we know 
that you’d definitely like to accessorize to 
match the rest of your gear. 
  
»» Zipper access pouch
»» Circle carabiner
»» Holds up to 5 keys 
»» Zipper change pocket 
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US1013-008

multicam Tube Cover
29"L x 0.75"Diameter

»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam
»» Accepts most hydration tubes
»» Easy installation
»» 4 Pc/Pack
»» Made with Berry Compliant materials
»» Made In U.S.A

 

221067

buckle repair kit 
7 Piece Kit:

»» One 2” Piece
»» Two 1.5” Pieces
»» Four 1” Pieces

US1017

Battery Case
4.75"H x 2.75"W
 
»» Each set holds up to (8) AA Batteries, or (12) AAA Batteries, 

or (8) CR2, or (8) CR123 batteries
»» Lightweight, two tone cases slide apart to separate your 

spent batteries on one side, and good batteries on the other
»» 4 pieces/pack
»» Made In U.S.A

 

221038

arsenal Knife Carry Case
The Condor Arsenal is Condor's multi-knife 
sheath to easily store your blade collection for 
travel. Equipped with a carry handle and hook 
and loop ID panel, the Arsenal will look great 
with all your morale patches and other
personal propaganda.

»» Hook and loop ID panel
»» Holds up to six folding knives
»» Neoprene lined padded sheaths for knives
»» Dual-fold design for compact carry
»» Carry handle

 

232

Shoulder Strap
27" - 47" Adjustable

 
»» 1.5" wide shoulder strap
»» Tri-glide adjustment buckle
»» Dual snap hook attachments
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H-1911, H-BERETTA, H-GLOCK

 ambidexterous holster
 Fits Most 1911, Beretta, and Glock Pistols

»» Modular design for left or right hand
»» Retention system with secondary elastic cord to secure weapon
»» One single pistol mag pouch included
»» Three different models for 1911, Beretta, Glock or similar pistols
»» Each holster comes with two removable MOLLE straps

 

ASH

Vertical Shoulder Holster
One Size Fits Most
  
»» Modular design allows left  and right usage.
»» Padded holster with double snap retention strap
»» Double mag pouches
»» Fits most medium to large  frame pistols
»» Padded shoulder harness
»» Fully adjustable straps

 

USH

Universal Shoulder Holster
One Size Fits Most
 
»» Modular design allows left  and right usage
»» Padded holster with double snap retention strap
»» Double mag pouches
»» Fits most medium to large  frame pistols
»» Padded shoulder harness
»» Fully adjustable straps
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Expedition Gun Cleaning Kit
8"H x 4"W x 1.5"D

»» Custom designed multi-function pouch, all the essentials in a compact size
»» Removable clear vinyl pocket pocket to store additional tools or brushes
»» Gun cleaning kit comes with the following:
»» One T-handle rod
»» Three rod extender
»» One rod adapter
»» One patch loop
»» One .223 caliber chamber brush
»» One .223 caliber bore brush
»» One double headed nylon brush
»» One grease bottle
»» 2.5" square cleaning cotton patches

 

237

RECON Gun Cleaning Kit
4"H x 4"W x 2"D

»» Custom designed multi-function pouch, all the essentials in a compact size
»» Removable clear vinyl pocket pocket to store additional tools or brushes
»» Gun cleaning kit comes with the following: 
»» One cable rod with handle
»» One 8-32 to 8-36 brush adapter
»» One patch loop
»» One .223 caliber chamber brush
»» One .223 caliber bore brush
»» One grease bottle
»» 2.5" square cleaning cotton patches

 

218

Roll - Up Cleaning Mat
Unfolded: 23"H x 19"W x 0"D
Folded: 9"H x 4"W x 2"D 
Utility Pouch: 8"H x 2"W x 2"D

»» Rolls up  and ties neatly to fit in your storage pouch
»» Single zipper closure utility pouch
»» 4" x 8" placement area with Hook & Loop, panel/straps
»» Does not include cleaning supplies 

 

ACCESSORIES
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Mini PC ID Panel
6.25"H x 5.5"W

»» Large clear vinyl window for ID or badge, measurs 4.5" W x4" H
»» 1" hook and loop panel for name tape
»» Mesh pocket on the back
»» Webbing can be used as pen holder

 

245

Mini XPC id holder
6.25"H x 5.5"W

»» Large clear vinyl window for ID or badge, measures 4"H x 4.5"W
»» 1" hook and loop panel for name tape
»» Mesh pocket on the back, full detachable back piece
»» Webbing can be used as pen holder

 

208

Passport / Id Holder 
Folded: 7.5"H x 5.5"W x 0"D 
Open: 17"H x 5.5"W x 0"D

»» A large vinyl outer ID window for your identification 
»» Total of 7 slots and pockets for cash, notes, or business cards
»» Zippered coin pocket
»» Built in pen holder
»» Hook & loop closure
»» Outer hook & loop panel for patches
»» Detachable/adjustable neck strap

 

233

Badge Holder 
6.25"H x 5.25"W

»» Pen holder and card slot on the back
»» Hook and loop flip pockets
»» Outer clear vinyl window
»» Adjustable/removable neck lanyard
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vault tri-fold Wallet
4" H x 5" W 

»» Tri-fold wallet with single layer bill compartment, fits both US dollar and Euro
»» Six card slots, two pockets and three SD card slots
»» One exterior zipper pocket for coins
»» Easy accessible ID pocket with clear vinyl window
»» Adjustable/removable neck lanyard

 

217

Sunglasses Case
7"H x 3"W x 2.5"D

»» Genuine Crye Precision MultiCam (optional)
»» Semi-Rigid construction with double zipper closure
»» Soft interior lining to protect lenses
»» Multiple carrying options:
»» plastic snap hook attaches to D-ring
»» MOLLE compatible (one mod strap required)

 

222

Wash Kit
5.5"H x 9.75"W x 3.25"D 

»» Front compartment opens flat with two zipper mesh pockets
»» Second compartment double zipper with elastic loops
»» Back pocket with flap, hanging hook attached to flap 
»» Vinyl ID window with stainless steel mirror included 

 

205-002

M4 / M16 Brass Catcher
9"H x 6"W x 1.5" D

»» Mesh with zipper closure 
»» Hook and Loop band to attach to barrel
»» Lightly padded mesh on front and back harness for airflow

 

ACCESSORIES
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18001

Emblem PVC
1.5" H x 1.5" W 
  
»» Precision cut PVC material
»» Hook and Loop Backing
»» 10/pack 

221034

PVC US FLAG PATCH 
2"xH 3" W

»» Precision cut PVC material
»» Hook backed for loop attachment
»» 6/pack

 

239

Blood Type Key Chain 
4.25"H x 1"W
  
»» Hook-and-Loop Belt
»» Webbing attachment strap
»» Quick Release Snaphook 
»» Available Blood Types:
»» AB Positive
»» A Positive
»» B Positive
»» O Positive
»» AB Negative
»» A Negative
»» B Negative
»» O Negative
»» 4/pack

231

Medic Patch
2" H x 3" W

»» Hook backing 
»» Embroidered medic symbol
»» 6/pack

 

229

Blood Type Patch
1" H x 2" W
  
»» Hook Backing attaches to any loop surface
»» Available in A, B, AB, O + and -
»» 6/pack

 

223

4" Mod Straps
4" L

»» Designed to attach modular 
accessories to your web gear
»» 4/pack

 

243

condor Gear Patch
3" H x 3" W
  
»» Embroidered Condor Gear Logo
»» Hook backing for attachment to any loop surface
»» Left: Black/Foliage Center: O.D./Tan  Right: O.D./ Foliage
»» 6/pack

224

6" Mod Straps
6" L

»» Designed to attach modular 
accessories to your web gear
»» 4/pack

230/230R

flag Patch/Reverse flag patch
2" H x 3" W
  
»» Hook Backing attaches to any loop surface
»» Shown from top to bottom right to left:
»» RWB (004), Tan (003), Foliage(007), MultiColor (008), O.D.(001), 

Desert (009)
»» Variations also available in Reverse (230R)
»» 6/pack
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VA1

Single Flashlight 
/ Tool Pouch
5"H x 2"W x 1.5"D
 
»» Hook backing 
»» Adjustable flap

 

KP1

Knee Pad 1
One Size Fits All

»» 0.5" density foam padding
»» Non-Slip rubber cap
»» Dual Hook and Loop fastener

 

EP1

Elbow Pad
One size fits all

»» 0.5" density foam padding
»» Non-Slip rubber cap
»» Dual Hook and Loop fastener

 

KP2

Knee Pad 2
One Size Fits All

»» 0.5" density foam padding 
»» Non-slip rubber cap
»» Plastic buckle for easy on and off 

 

VA2  
Double Flashlight 
/ Tool Pouch
5"H x 4"W x 1.5"D
 
»» Hook backing
»» Adjustable flaps

 

VA3

Utility Pouch
4.75"H x 5.5"W x 1.5"D
 
»» Hook backing
»» Hook & Loop flap closure 

with pull tab

 

VA4

Elastic Keeper
2" H x 5" W

»» Hook backing 
»» Each keeper holds one M4/

M16 mag or two pistol mags
»» 2/pack

 

VA5

M4 Mag Pouch
6"H x 3"W x 1."D

»» Hook backing
»» Fits 1 M4/M16 mag

 

VA6

M4 Mag Insert
6.5” H x 9.5”W x 1”D
  
»» Integrates with MOPC, 

US1020, XPC, Gunner to 
transform front pocket into 
open top mag pouch
»» Fits up to 3 M4/M16 mags

VA8

Mesh Pouch  
4.5”H x 8”W x 2”D

»» Mesh panel to allow for ventilation
»» Hook backing
»» Hook & Loop flap closure with pull tab.
»» 2/pack

 

VA9

Vinyl Pouch 
4.5”H x 8”W x 2”D

»» Vinyl front panel to allow for easy item viewing
»» Hook backing
»» Hook & Loop flap closure with pull tab
»» 2/pack

 

ACCESSORIES
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GS

Ghillie Suit
M/L, XL/XXL 
- Size XL/XXL Measurements:
  - Chest: 48" 
  - Waist: Up to 42" 
- Size M/L Measurements:
  - Chest: 40" 
  - Waist: Up to 36"

»» Three-Piece Set: Jacket, Pants & Hood
»» Mesh netting liner with fire retardant PP fur
»» Seven Shades of Dye for woodland color
»» Four Shades of Dye for desert color
»» Ready to wear
»» One drawstring stuff bag
»» Colors are Woodland or 3-Color Desert

 

221032

2.5 Liter (85 oz) Hydration Bladder 
2.5L or  85oz

»» 2.5L water storage respectively  
»» Screw top cap with carry handle
»» Large bite valve with lid
»» Flow shut-off switch
»» Hanger slots for mounting and drying

221033

1.5 Liter (50 oz) Hydration Bladder
1.5L or 50 oz 

»» 1.5L water storage respectively  
»» Screw top cap with carry handle
»» Large bite valve with lid
»» Flow shut-off switch
»» Hanger slots for mounting and drying

VA7

Pack Insert
8.75"H x32.5"W x 3"D

»» Hook and Loop Modular Panels and Pouches
»» Two panels with elastic keeper
»» One 4.5"W x 8.5"H x 1.5"D pouch with mesh window and flap closure
»» Two 4.5"H x 8.5"W x 1.5"D pouch with Vinyl window and flap closure
»» Semi-rigid construction to keep insert in form for easy deployment
»» Grab handle
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performance apparel

[101057] ZEPHYR lightweight DOWN JACKET..................5
[101084] OVERCAST SOFTSHELL PARKA..............................5
[101049] covert softshell JACKET................................6
[101050] matterhorn FLEECE JACKET..............................6
[602] SUMMIT SOFTSHELL JACKET......................................7
[606] phantom SOFTSHELL JACKET......................................8
[609] SUMMIT ZERO SOFTSHELL JACKET...............................7
[10617] VAPOR RIPSTOP WINDBREAKER................................8
[10616] CORE SOFTSHELL VEST...........................................9
[605] SIERRA FLEECE PULLOVER..........................................10
[601] ALPHA FLEECE PULLOVER..........................................10
[607] quarter zip fleece pullover...............................11
[603] base ii top................................................................11
[604] base ii leggings......................................................11
[101076] maxfort training top.....................................12
[101060] performance tactical polo..........................12
[101050]  combat shirt.....................................................13
[101077] bdu pants.........................................................13
[608] sentinel tactical pants.......................................14
[610] stealth operator pants......................................14

tactical vests

[221047] laser cut ops chest rig................................16
[221068] laser cut sentry plate carrier..................16
[221042] sentry plate carrier....................................17
[221039] gunner plate carrier...................................17
[us1020] cyclone plate carrer...................................18
[xpc] exo plate carrier.................................................18
[mopc] modular operator plate carrier...................19
[qpc] quick release plate carrier.........................19
[dfpc] defender plate carrier......................................20
[cpc] compact plate carrier........................................20
[mpc] modular plate carrier.......................................20
[us1051] barrage chest rig.........................................21
[mcr1] modular chest rig..............................................21
[mcr3] modular chest panel......................................23
[mcr4] ops chest rig....................................................23
[mcr5] recon chest rig....................................................22
[mcr6] rapid assault chest rig.................................23
[mcr7] ronin chest rig....................................................22
[cr] seven pocket chest rig.........................................21
[cs] modular chest set.................................................21
[242] hydration harness integration kit....................22
[221036] mcr bib integration kit................................22
[215] h-harness...............................................................23
[cv] cross draw vest.......................................................24
[etv] elite tactical vest.................................................24
[mhv] mesh hydration vest...........................................24
[mv] modular vest...........................................................24

bags and packs

[221047] solveig assault pack......................................28

[221068] scythe messenger bag...................................29
[160] venture pack..........................................................27
[126] compact assault pack...........................................27
[147] urban go-pack........................................................30
[155] commuter backpack..............................................30
[127] medium assault pack.........................................31
[169] convoy outdoor pack.........................................31
[125] 3-day assault pack..............................................32
[166] bison pack..............................................................32
[162] mission backpack..................................................34
[163] solo sling bag......................................................34
[161] colossus duffle bag.............................................35
[124] hydration pack.....................................................38
[hcb] hydration carrier................................................37
[hcb2] hydration carrier 2...........................................37
[111030] tidepool hydration carrier...........................36 
[hcb3] oasis hydration carrier ....................................36
[165] fuel backpack.......................................................38
[146] messenger bag.......................................................39
[156] edc bag....................................................................39
[153] 3-way laptop case..............................................40
[145] briefcase................................................................40
[136] tactical response bag........................................41
[157] E&E Bag....................................................................41
[137] utility Shoulder bag.........................................41
[168] camera bag............................................................41
[ma20] foldout medical bag............................................41
[127] deployment bag.....................................................42
[143] fanny pack..............................................................42
[148] pistol case..............................................................42
[149] shotgun scabbard.................................................42
[164] transporter discreet case.................................43
[128/133] 36”/42” rifle case........................................43
[158] single rifle case...............................................44
[151/152/159] 32”/42”/46”double rifle case............44
[130] sniper drag bag......................................................45
[131] sniper shooter’s mat.............................................45

modular pouches

[US1023] Shot shell PLatform......................................46
[US1024] Buttstock Shell Platform............................46
[US1025] Shot shell Strip.........................................46
[MA12] shotgun pouch....................................................46
[ma61] shotgun reload.................................................46
[us1014] shotgun bandoleer.........................................46
[ma5] single m4 mag pouch........................................47
[ma4] double m4 mag pouch.........................................47
[ma58] triple m4 mag pouch .........................................47
[ma18] single open top m4 mag pouch........................47
[ma19] double open top m4 mag pouch........................47
[ma27] triple open top m4 mag pouch........................47
[ma42] single stacker m4 mag pouch........................47
[ma43] double stacker m4 mag pouch........................47
[ma44] triple stacker m4 mag pouch........................47
[ma32] single pistol mag pouch..................................47
[ma23] double pistol mag  pouch...............................47
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[ma52] triple pistol mag pouch...........................47
[ma62] single m14 mag pouch.............................47
[ma63] double m14 mag pouch....................................47
[ma24] double open top m14 mag pouch...................47
[191040] double m14 kangaroo mag pouch.................47
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N E W  A P P LY I N G  D E A L E R S  T E R M S  A N D  C O N D I T I O N S 

ORDERING INFORMATION:
• Prices are subject to change without notice
• Send orders by phone, fax, email or web
• Initial Order Amount: $500
• Minimum order: $250
• No guarantees on same day shipping requests
• All shipments are F.O.B. Irwindale, California

TERMS:
• We accept Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Money Orders and Certified Check (no C.O.D.)
• To establish company check or Net Terms, completion of Condor credit application is required.
• Please allow up to 30 days for credit check. (Filling out the form does not guarantee that the terms will be approved.)

AUTHORIZED DEALER CLAIMS AND RETURNS:
• No returns will be accepted without authorization. RMA# is required.
• All claims must be made within 10 days upon receiving the goods
• Defective goods must be received within 10 days after the RMA# was issued.
• We cannot accept returns that are soiled, worn, that bear markings, stickers or tags not originally on the products.
• Other returns will be subject to 30% restocking fee with freight prepaid.

Condor Outdoor Products Inc. reserves the right to serve or refuse any application. 
These Terms and Conditions supersede all previous documented and undocumented terms. 

Condor Minimum Advertised Price Policy 
In order to protect the Condor Outdoor Products brand image and reputation for quality products, Condor Outdoor Products has ad-
opted a Minimum Advertised Price Policy (MAP) for our products. This policy only concerns advertised price and in no way restricts 
or relates to the actual sale of any item. This policy is applicable to all forms of advertising including catalogs, mailings, consumer 
expo/shows, internet and any other electronic media. This policy relates equally to all Condor Outdoor Product distributors and 
dealers. Retailers who advertise a related product for sale below the MAP, shall have all pending orders suspended without further 
notice. All decisions under this policy will be made and enforced by Condor Outdoor Products unilaterally. No warning or “second 
chances” will be permitted. This policy may be modified by Condor Outdoor Products from time to time. Condor Outdoor Products 
does not seek, nor will it accept any agreement or understanding with respect to the prices you may advertise or charge at any time. 

Resale to Third Parties 
Retailer agrees not to sell products of Condor Outdoor Products, Inc. to or through any third party websites, including, but not limit-
ed to, any on-line auction or online marketplace/store, such as eBay and Amazon. Condor Outdoor Products, Inc. strictly enforces 
this policy prohibiting resale of products to third parties and will suspend all pending orders from retailers immediately for violation 
of this policy. 

CONDOR END USER PRODUCT WARRANTY:

Condor Outdoor Products Inc. guarantees its products for one year from the original date of purchase. Apparel warranty is for 90 days. 
This warranty covers the product for the original owner against defects in materials and workmanship. If the product ever fails during 
the warranty period due to a manufacturing or material defect, then Condor will repair or replace with like product at our discretion. 
This warranty does not cover damage caused by normal wear and tear, accidents, improper use, sun damage, or the natural break-
down of colors and material over time. Clothing items must be in un-worn, un-washed condition to be eligible for warranty. 
To make warranty claim, End User must return to the original Authorized Condor Dealer where the item was purchased and submit 
original sales receipt. Dealer will then contact Condor and follow its procedures.
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OEM INFORMATION:
Since 2006 Condor has been collaborating with other companies on custom works and private labeling. Special projects in the 
past have included off-road gear, movie props, custom Berry Compliant tactical gear, and much more.  Please follow the guide-
lines if you would like us to assist with your next big project.

• Production line queue priority is not guaranteed. 
• Please prepare a product specification sheet for review
• 1000 pc minimum order for smaller items OR 500 pc  minimum for medium to large items.
• Overseas and USA factory production is available
• For more information on how to create OEM products, please call us at 800-552-2554 or email us at info@condoroutdoor.com

TESTING AND EVALUATION REQUIREMENTS:
Here at Condor, we appreciate the feedback and hard-use operatives, warfighters, and enthusiasts put onto our gear. If you 
would like to help us improve our gear further, don’t hesistate to contact us. Please follow the guidelines below so that our 
product design team can reach out to you with some gear.

• 50% MSRP Deposit is required for all non pre-approved T&E requests, deposit returned upon completion 
• Send requests by email to info@condoroutdoor.com, please attach the following:
• Resume, Cover Letter of relevant qualifications
• Signed and returned T&E application form

SPONSORSHIP REQUIREMENTS:
Condor Outdoor Products receives thousands of requests each year inquiring about evaluation, events and team sponsorships. 
Please follow the guidelines below to assist your application package in receiving the attention it deserves.

• Send requests by email to social@condoroutdoor.com, please attach the following:
• For Individuals and Teams: Submit a Resume or Proposal, Event Schedule, Cover Letter of Purpose, Ethics, Professionalism
• For Events and Media: Submit a Proposal, Rate Card, Analytics Data, and a list of requested items.
• If your category is not listed, please submit a complete proposal for our review
• Submitting the materials does not guarantee a sponsorship, all applications take 2-3 weeks to review. 

All material should be presented in a professional manner. Take the time to do a spell/grammar check and be sure everything 
is legible. If you have lousy handwriting, type everything or print it out from a computer using the quality white bond paper. Bind 
everything together in a folder like an important dossier, so that it stays together in an orderly fashion.
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